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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE (FTC), SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 
 
SESSIONS CASE NO.  :-  282 of 2017 
             (Under Section 302 of IPC arising 
             out of GR Case No 776 of 2015) 
                                                             
Present     :-  R. Baruah 
      Addl. Sessions Judge (FTC),  

Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 

Prosecutor     :- State of Assam 
 
       -Vs- 
 
Accused    :-  Sri Kutu Das, 
       S/o Late Bisu Das,    
      Resident of Jangalbosti, 
      PS – Dhekiajuli 
      Dist- Sonitpur, Assam 
 
Date of framing charge  :- 20-10-2017. 
 
Date of Recording Evidence   :-  17-11-2017, 21-01-2019, 21-06-2019, 
       & 21-08-2019. 
 
Date of examination of accused u/s  :-  02-09-2019. 
313 of Cr.P.C. 
 
Date of Argument    :-  02-09-2019. 
 
Date of Judgment    :-  12-09-2019. 
 
 
Counsel of the Prosecution  :-  A Baruah      &     J Baruah,  
      Learned Addl. Public Prosecutors, 
      Tezpur. 
 
 
Counsel for Accused   :-        R Baruah, Learned Legal Aid Counsel. 
   
    

J U D G M E N T 

 

1.   In this case accused Kutu Das is put for trial for the allegation of 

charge under Section 302 of the IPC. 
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 2.   The prosecution case in brief is that on 12-04-2015, informant 

Babukan Das lodged an ejahar before the Dhekiajuli PS stating inter alia that on       

10-04-2015 at around 9.00 PM accused entered in an altercation with his family and 

assaulted his father Bisu Das. Thereafter, at around 11.30 PM accused poured 

kerosene oil on Dipa Das (wife of accused) while she was sitting with her one year 

old minor daughter on her lap, and set fire on her. As a result, his wife along with 

the child sustained burn injury. Immediately, the injured were taken to Dhekiajuli 

CHC. Doctors of Dhekiajuli CHC referred them to TMCH and from there they were 

referred to GMCH, Guwahati. The doctors of GMCH declared the child dead and 

treated his wife Dipa Das.   

 

3.   On receipt of the ejahar, O/C, Dhekiajuli Police Station registered the 

case vide Dhekiajuli PS case No. 196/15 under Section 326/307/302 of IPC. Police 

after completion of investigation, submitted charge sheet against the accused person 

under Section 326/302 of IPC and laid the same before the learned CJM, Sonitpur, 

Tezpur for trial. Accordingly, the learned CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur transferred the case 

to the Court of learned Addl CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur for trial. Since the offence is 

triable by the Court of Sessions, the same was committed to the Court of Sessions 

after furnishing the relevant copies under the provisions of Cr.P.C. 

 

4.   On appearance of the accused and after hearing the learned Advocate 

for both the sides, charge under Section 302 of the IPC framed against the accused 

person. The above offence were read over and explained to the accused to which he 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

 

5.   To substantiate the case, prosecution has examined as many as 

5(five) nos. of witnesses namely 1. Sri Sukta Das (PW1), 2. Sri Medini Bordoloi 

(PW2), 3.Dr A K Kalita (PW3), 4. Dr Biswajit Das (PW4) & 5. Sri Gokul Chandra 

Borah, IO (PW5). Prosecution made several attempts to procure the evidences of 

informant and other material witness even by issuing NBWA’s against them, but, 

failed to do so. Accordingly, prosecution evidence is closed.   
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6.   Accused was examined under section 313 Cr.P.C. The defence plea is 

of total denial and declined to adduce defence evidence.  

 

7.   I have carefully gone through the record of the case and heard the 

learned Counsel for both the sides.  

 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION 

 

8.   The point for decision in this case is that –  

 

(1) Whether the accused on 10-04-2015 at about 
11.30 PM at village Ward No 1, Dhekiajuli under 
Dhekiajuli PS, set fire on the body of Dipa Das and 
her minor daughter Maina Das by pouring 
kerosene and committed murder by intentionally 
causing the death of said Dipa Das and her minor 
daughter Maina Das ? 
 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECISION: 

 

9.   Before appreciating the evidence, I am of the opinion that the 

evidence so adduced by the prosecution needs to be reflected.  

 

10.   PW1 said in his examination in chief that –  

   “I know the accused. I knew deceased Dipa Das. I do not know the 

name of the deceased child of Dipa Das. The occurrence took place about two years 

ago. On the next morning of the date of occurrence Harbhajan told me that the 

accused person had burnt his wife Dipa Das and his minor son. I came to the house 

of accused and saw the dead body of the minor son of the accused in his courtyard 

and also saw Dipa Das in burning condition. Harbhajan told that the accused had 

burnt his wife and son by using kerosene oil. Thereafter, Dipa Das was taken to 

hospital for treatment. After about two months Dipa Das died in the house of 

accused after being released from the hospital.” 

  During cross the PW1 said as follows –  
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 “My residence is at a distance of about one mile from the residence of the 

accused. I have not seen any incident personally. I could not say the exact date and 

time of the occurrence. I have visited the house of the accused on the next day of 

the occurrence. I have not stated before police that on the next morning of the date 

of occurrence. I have not stated before police that on the next morning of the date 

of occurrence Harbhajan told me that the accused person had burnt his wife Dipa 

Das and his minor son. It is not a fact that I have not stated before police that I 

came to the house of the accused and saw the dead body of the minor son of the 

accused in his court yard and also saw Dipa Das in burning condition. I have not 

stated before police that Harbhajan told that the accused had burnt his wife and son 

by using kerosene oil. Deceased Dipa Das was my niece. I have visiting terms with 

my said niece. Dipa Das also used to drink frequently. I do not know about any fact 

that Dipa Das under the influence of liquor had herself poured kerosene upon her 

and burnt herself and her minor son. It is not a fact that the accused is not involved 

in this case. It is not a fact that I have deposed falsely today in the court.”  

  

11.   PW2 said in his examination in-chief that –  

   “I know the accused. I knew deceased Dipa Das. The occurrence took 

place in the year 2015. Bapukan Das, the brother of deceased Dipa Das, on the next 

day of the occurrence had told me that the accused person had burnt his sister Dipa 

Das and her minor child by pouring kerosene oil. The minor child died on that day. 

Dipa Das died after three days.” 

    During cross-examination PW2 said that –  

     “My residence is about 1 km distance from the house of accused. I have 

not seen the occurrence. I have got no personal knowledge about the occurrence. 

Police had recorded my statement. I have not stated before police that Bapukan Das, 

the brother of deceased Dipa Das, on the next day of occurrence had told me that 

the accused person had burnt his sister Dipa Das and her minor child by pouring 

kerosene oil. I had visited the house of accused on the next day of occurrence but, 

at that time I did not find anyone there as the injured was taken to hospital for 

treatment. Dipa Das used to drink frequently.”  
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12.   PW3, the medical officer said in his examination in-chief as follows –  

   “On 28-04-2015 I was posted as Sr M & HO at KCH, Tezpur. On that 

that on police requisition vide Dhekiajuli PS Case No 196/15, I have conducted post 

mortem examination on the dead body Late Dipa Das, 24 years, female, wife of Sri 

Kutu Das of No 1 Jangalbosti under Dhekiajuli PS on being escorted and identified by 

UBC 197/Jiten Kalita, Sri Bapuram Das and Sri Raju Das. On examination I have 

found the following:  

   A female dead body of average built, singed long hair, cloth burned, 

mouth partially open, rigor mortis present.   

   Flame burn injury involving all layers of skins with parts spared on the 

back, buttock, perineum, scalp and parts of lower limbs. There is redness in the 

junctional area of burned and healthy skin. 

  Peritoneum,mouth pharynx, larynx and trachea, lungs were found to 

be congested. Others are normal.   

  In my opinion the death was due to shock as a result of ante-mortem burn 

sustained.  

   Ext.1 is my Post Mortem Report and Ext.1(1) is my signature.”   

  During cross PW3 said that –   

“In my PM report I have not mentioned the time of death and  time of 

injury.”  

 

13.   PW4 said in his examination in-chief that –  

   “ on 12-04-2015 he was posted as M & H O – I at KCH, Tezpur. On 

that that he has conducted post mortem examination on the dead body Maina Das, 

1½  years, female, daughter of Sri Kutu Das of No 1 Jangalbosti under Dhekiajuli PS. 

On examination he has found the following:  

   An aprox. 1½ female dead body was examined,  rigor mortis present.  

Eyes and mouth were closed. Mouth(lips) were congested. On examination, 1st 

Degree flame injury seen on  

1. Face(below lips), 

2. Neck(anterior and posterior), 

3. Left hand(arms and forearms), anterior and posterior, 
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4. Lateral side of left thigh & 

5. Lateral side of abdomen(left side). 

   Mouth pharynx, endometrum contains blackish shooth. larynx and 

trachea, endometrum containing blackish shooth. The injuries were anti-mortem in 

nature.  

  In my opinion the death was due to shock as a result of ante-mortem burn 

sustained.  

   Ext.2 is the Post Mortem Report.” 

 During cross-examination PW4 said that –  

  “I have not mentioned the age of the victim in the postmortem report.” 

 

14.   PW5 the IO of this case said in his examination in-chief that –  

“On 12.04.2015 I was posted at Missamari PS. On 17.03.2017 I was 

posted at Dhekiajuli Police Station. On that day the O/C of the P.S. directed me to 

reconstruct the case diary of the Dhekiajuli P.S. Case No. 196/15 u/s 326/307/302 of 

IPC as because the previous I.O. SI. Kamal Chandra Gohain died during investigation 

and the case diary misplaced by him during his life time. The information regarding 

arrest of accused Sri Kutu Das in connection with the case was available. I took 

necessary steps to collect the copies of documents from the court of Hon’ble CJM, 

Tepzur. I visited the place of occurrence, drew the sketch map of place of occurrence 

and recorded the statements of witnesses. I during investigation opened a trunk 

containing articles of Late Kamal Chandra Gohain which was in the quarter of the 

late I.O. There I found the post mortem examination of victims Dipa Das and Maina 

Das (daughter of Dipa Das). After completion of investigation I submitted the charge 

sheet against the accused. Ext. 3 is the sketch map of place of occurrence, Ext. 3 (1) 

is my signature. Ext. 4 is the charge sheet and Ext. 4 (1) is my signature. Ext. 5 is 

the FIR lodged by Babukan Das.”  

During cross by defence PW said as follows –  

“I conducted the investigation of the case after about 2 years of incident. 

After collecting the copy of FIR from the Court of CJM, Sonitpur, Tezpur I started 

investigation. Place of incident located at Jonghol Basti, Napali Gaon ward no. 1 

under Dhekiajuli P.S. Rajib Gaon is about 1 kilometer away from Jonghol Basti. On 
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17.03.2017 I visited the place of occurrence and recorded the statements of all the 5 

(five) witnesses. I did not visit the Guwahati Medical College Hospital or Kanaklata 

Civil Hospital, Tezpur during investigation nor recorded statements of any witnesses 

there. The PW1 Sukta Das did not state before me that he noticed the dead body of 

the son of the accused lying on the courtyard and also saw Dipa Das in burning 

condition. I submitted the charge sheet on 17.08.2017. It is not a fact that I 

submitted the charge sheet against the accused without any material against him.” 

 

15.   Prior to appreciate the evidences on record, I am of the opinion that 

the peculiarities of the present trial need to be mentioned in the content of this 

judgment. These are; 

 i. The FIR is lodged on 12/4/2015. 

 ii. Incident took place in the night of 10/4/2015. 

iii. The child of the accused died at Guwahati but the post mortem 

examination conducted at Kanaklata Civil Hospital, at Tezpur. 

iv. The accused was arrested 17/4/2015 and forwarded to judicial custody. 

Since then the accused is inside the jail. 

 v. The wife of the accused (one of the victim) died on 28/4/2015. 

vi. The investigating officer died during investigation. The case diary 

maintained by him could not be traced out. 

vii. After two years another IO is endorsed with the investigation and for 

reconstruction of the case diary. The new investigating officer collected the 

copies of the documents so available with the court and investigated the 

matter. He could find the post mortem examination reports of both the victim 

after opening a box of the previous investigating officer.  

viii. The prosecution could not examine the informant and some witnesses 

during the trial.  

 ix. The victim survived for seventeen days after the incident, but it cannot be 

gathered whether the statement of the victim was recorded during the 

investigation or not.  

x. No documents of treatment at Guwahati collected by the investigating 

officer during the investigation. 
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16.   The prosecution could examine two independent witnesses and both 

are hearsay witnesses. Hearsay evidence is no evidence. The PW1 and PW2 are 

examined by the new investigation officer, i.e after two years of the incident. The 

PW1 mention that he heard that the minor son of the accused also died. The PW1’s 

evidence cannot be relied upon because the case is not about death of son of the 

accused but his daughter. The evidence of the PW2 also cannot be accepted because 

he said that the child died on the same day and the wife died after three days. In 

fact the child died at Guwahati hospital and the wife of the accused died after 17 

days. The PW1 and the PW2 has not mentioned that they after the incident visited 

the victim or that they had any information regarding the survival of the wife of the 

accused for more than 17 days.  

 

17.  The plea of the accused is that the victim wife herself set herself and 

the child on fire. He took both the victims to Guwahati for treatment at Guwahati. He 

sent the child with his mother-in-law after the death and brought his wife to home 

on her insistence after 10 days and police apprehended him and sent to jail. He is 

not aware when his wife died.  

 

18.   In the FIR it is mentioned that the child died at Guwahati. It is strange 

that the post mortem examination of the child is conducted at Tezpur Hospital. The 

contention of the accused cannot be denied in view of the fact that the post mortem 

examination of the child conducted at Tezpur and his wife died after he was arrested. 

 

19.  The contention of the accused also cannot be denied because the 

prosecution has not collected any documents from the hospital of Guwahati showing 

that at the behest of the police administration the victims were taken to Guwahati or 

that after the lodging of the FIR any attempt made by the investigating authority to 

meet the victims and the accused at the hospital of Guwahati.  

 

20.  Nothing seized from the place of occurrence by the investigating 

officer in connection with the incident. 
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21.  In view of the above discussions and reasons it is held that 

prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of the accused beyond all reasonable doubt. 

As such, the accused Kutu Das is acquitted and set him at liberty forthwith. 

 

22.   The accused is inside the jail. He is allowed to go on bail of Rs. 

10000/- (rupees ten thousand) only with a suitable surety of like amount. 

 

23.   Free copy of judgment be furnished to the accused. 

24.  A copy of the judgment be forwarded to the Learned District 

Magistrate, Sonitpur at Tezpur as provided under the provision of law. 

 

   Given under my Hand and Seal of this Court on this the 12th day of 

September, 2019.  

 

  
                                                                                     (R Baruah) 
                                            Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC),
                               Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
 
Dictated and corrected by me. 
 
  
         (R Baruah) 
Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC), 
       Sonitpur, Tezpur                                      
 
 
 
Dictation taken and transcribed by me: 
 
 
Smt. Pori Das, Steno. 
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A N N E X U R E 
 
Witnesses examined by the prosecution: 
 
 
1.PW1 – Sri Sukta Das, 

2.PW2 – Sri Medini Bordoloi, 

3.PW3 – Dr A K Kalita, 

4.PW4 – Dr Biswajit Das & 

5.PW5 – Sri Gokul Chandra Borah, IO  

 

Documents exhibited by the prosecution: 
 
 

1. Ext. 1 : Post Mortem Report, 

2. Ext. 2 : Another Post Mortem Report, 

3. Ext. 3 : Sketch map,   

4. Ext. 4 : Charge sheet & 

5. Ext. 5 : Ejahar, 

 
 
 
                                                                                    (R Baruah) 
                                     Addl. Sessions  Judge (FTC),
                          Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
  


